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Why an up-front price? When we first hear about this I thought, who is gonna pay $120 for a diagnostic? Well, I now realize that not only do we charge that much, but we also charge $20 for the diagnosis! Now, because the
CDA is mounted on top of a computer and the sensors have already been tested prior to shipping, they have already cost between $120-$150 which is why we can sell the entire process for that price. How does the diagnostic
work? Check Engine, DEFect Diagnostic Application (CDA) is a diagnostic tool developed by Denso and has been certified by Chrysler as a diagnostic tool that calculates DTCs at the production line in Japan. The tool
communicates with the vehicle’s ECU through a CAN Bus and is mounted on the ECU’s Computer Module. When the CE device communicates with the ECU, the ECU will read the code displayed on the CE. The CDA may also
read DTCs stored in the ECU’s CAN database. This same NOx sensor also monitors the amount of oxygen (O2) in the exhaust. If the amount of oxygen in the fuel management system is less than what it should be, the P2201
diagnostic trouble code will be stored, and the Check Engine Light will come on indicating that there is a problem that needs to be addressed. The system will adjust fuel flow to produce a specific level of torque to provide
consistent performance. To do this, the ECM monitors the MDS to determine the amount of fuel being injected. If the MDS detects that there is too much fuel, and the P2201 diagnostic trouble code is stored, the Check Engine
Light will come on indicating that there is a problem that needs to be addressed.
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in 2013, chrysler recalled all 2009-2014 chrysler 200s equipped with 1.8l and 2.4l v6 engines with the catalytic converter and control module (cato) to reprogram the ecm software, which controlled the on-board diagnostics
(obd) system. all efs and ecm units were produced in the united states. the efs was designed and built by chrysler. it was also assembled in two plants; in sterling heights, michigan and at the chrysler llc plant in detroit,

michigan. the efs and ecm were built on the same computer hardware. the ecm is simply the heart of the efs, since it controls the efs. it is a collection of microprocessors and memory modules that make up the ecm. the efs
converts the digital information collected from the obd-ii system into an analog signal that a diagnostic scan tool (dst) can read. it also relays data to the ecm that the ecm uses to interpret the data it receives. to do this, you

can call a certified mitsubishi, chrysler, chrysler, mercedes-benz, honda, vw, rolls royce, gm, and ford dealer. they will talk you through the process, and you can select a mode that is appropriate for your needs. the cda system
uses a single diagnostic connector on the vehicle to download the data and then the engine management system will perform a scan of the data. this process is a bit more complex than simply downloading the codes and then

reading them. the data is downloaded from the connector and then the engine management system scans this data and looks at the codes to determine what is causing the light to come on. the obd2 provides a serial
connection to the ecm. the obd2 supports two modes of communication: communication mode 2 and communication mode 3. communication mode 2 is the standard format for obd2 communication and is most commonly

used. communication mode 3 provides more data at a higher rate and is useful for certain applications like scanner applications. the obd2 provides the communication link between the ecm and the laptop. 5ec8ef588b
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